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Margaret Vugrin & Jennifer Walker created the CLS poster for MLA 2014.

The Cancer Librarian Section promotes leadership and fosters commitment by utilizing the skills of a tightknit group who collaborate by networking, communicating and cooperating.

Our Section was awarded the Project of the Year in 2012. Ongoing collaboration with other sections helps us to deliver cutting edge programs. In 2014, the above poster was developed.

For membership information, please go to:
http://www.mlanet.org/joinmla/index.html

Become an active, engaged and valued contributor to our profession and join us as we shape 21st century cancer information together!

Quality Information for
Improved Health

For almost a quarter of a century, the Cancer Librarians Section has provided leadership to information professionals specializing in clinical and patient-level cancer librarianship. Founded in 1981 by a group of 40 dedicated librarians, our section has currently grown to over 150 oncology specialists, worldwide, who continue:

- to provide a forum for cooperation and communications among librarians having a special interest in cancer-related libraries and information services;
- to promote the continued development of cancer libraries, information resources and services;
- to meet, network and engage with leaders nationwide who share our interest in improving the public’s health through improved access to cancer information.

We invite you to join us to share the many benefits of membership which include:

- Cancer Librarians Website
  http://www.selu.com/cancerlib/index.html
  Connect to tools and publications developed to inform, enlighten and improve your oncology information knowledge-base

- Cancerlib Discussion List
  Meet the leaders in cancer librarianship as you discuss news, trends, and ideas and glean the advice of seasoned professionals and recent learners alike

- Cancer Librarians Section Newsletter
  Read about recent developments in our section and in the global cancer community

- Recommended Web Sites - The charge of the MLA Cancer Librarians Recommended Web Sites project is to provide medical librarians with a resource to use in their daily practice and teaching and to contribute to MLA as a resource to refer to oncologic professionals

- Core Cancer Library Collection Development Guide
  Learn the essential titles for professional and patient cancer libraries

- Patient Libraries Listing
  List your library and market your services to the global cancer library community. Locate other patient cancer information specialists and connect with experts in the field instantly!
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